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Stop Motion Animation

 an animation technique to make a physically manipulated 

object or persona appear to move on its own. 

 The object is moved in small increments between individually 

photographed frames, creating the illusion of movement when 

the series of frames is played as a continuous sequence. 

 Stop motion animation using plasticine is called clay animation or 

"clay-mation". 

 Not all stop motion requires figures or models; many stop motion 

films can involve using humans, household appliances and other 

things for comedic effect. Stop motion using objects is sometimes 

referred to as object animation.



Short of the week

 https://www.shortoftheweek.com/channels/stop-motion/

 Can incorporate more than just an object moving

https://www.shortoftheweek.com/channels/stop-motion/


Objectives: Create a 1 minute stop 

motion animation

Procedures:
 Step 1: Write Your Story

Of course, it’s hard to have a good movie without a good story.  You may 

wish to make an inanimate object appear as though it is alive; for 

example, a sock inching its way across the floor or a piece of paper that 

crumples itself up.  While brainstorming, keep in mind that you can expect 

to shoot around 10 photos for every second of film.  Your animation will 

need to be at least 1 minute long. You will work in groups using the “Your 

Story Packet” to come up with an idea before you take pictures.



Procedures:
 Step 2: Take Pictures

 Once you have your story, characters and props, you can start with the 

first frame. Suppose you have a stuffed animal as your character. Here 

is the process for taking the pictures that will make up your movie:

 Put the stuffed animal where you want it to be for the first frame.

 Set up the camera for the first frame 

 Take the picture for this frame.

 Go back to step three for the second frame, moving the character(s) 

and/or camera slightly, and repeat until you finish taking all of the 

photos for that scene or for the entire movie.



Procedures:

 Step 3: Import Pictures onto Computer into a new folder (name it 

Stop Motion)

 Make sure that all your photographs are landscape or you have 

rotated them so they face the correct direction.

 Step 4: Open Windows Live Movie Make

 Click on Add Videos/Photos.  Select all the photographs in your Stop 

Animation Folder.

 Save your animation as your name(s) Stop motion.

 Select all the photographs and click on the EDIT Tab

 Change the duration to .10 second or faster (0.5, etc).  Test the duration by 

clicking on the play button under the preview.  Adjust accordingly.



You may work in groups to create 

your animation

 Today/tomorrow- Brainstorm and start your 

storyline

 You will need 600 plus photographs to create a 

1 minute animation














